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Microstructure and Interfacial Reactions During Vacuum Brazing of Stainless Steel to Titanium Using Ag-28 pct Cu Alloy

A. LAIK, A.A. SHIRZADI, G. SHARMA, R. TEWARI, T. JAYAKUMAR, and G.K. DEY

Microstructural evolution and interfacial reactions during vacuum brazing of grade-2 Ti and 304L-type stainless steel (SS) using eutectic alloy Ag-28 wt pct Cu were investigated. A thin Ni-depleted zone of γ-Fe(Cr, Ni) solid solution formed on the SS-side of the braze zone (BZ). Cu from the braze alloy, in combination with the dissolved Fe and Ti from the base materials, formed a layer of ternary compound $\gamma_3$, adjacent to Ti in the BZ. In addition, four binary intermetallic compounds, $\text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2$, $\text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3$, CuTi and CuTi$_2$ formed as parallel contiguous layers in the BZ. The unreacted Ag solidified as islands within the layers of $\text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2$ and $\text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3$. Formation of an amorphous phase at certain locations in the BZ could be revealed. The $\beta$-Ti(Cu) layer, formed due to diffusion of Cu into Ti-based material, transformed to an $\alpha$-Ti + CuTi$_2$ eutectoid with lamellar morphology. Tensile test showed that the brazed joints had strength of 112 MPa and failed at the BZ. The possible sequence of events that led to the final microstructure and the mode of failure of these joints were delineated.


I. INTRODUCTION

TITANIUM and its alloys find applications in various sectors such as aerospace, chemical, biomedical, and nuclear due to their high strength to weight ratio and corrosion resistance properties. The range of application of these materials, in combination with other structural materials, such as stainless steels (SS), is greatly enhanced by the appropriate selection of joining techniques. Dissimilar materials joints between stainless steel and titanium are widely used in the aerospace engineering, heat exchangers in chemical and petrochemical industries, sub-assemblies in nuclear reactors, and nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, particularly in the dissolver assembly for reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. Brazing is widely employed in joining dissimilar materials.

The choice of vacuum brazing for joining Ti alloys and stainless steels, in preference to fusion welding, diffusion bonding, and explosion welding, is elaborated elsewhere. Silver-based alloys are very often used for joining Ti and its alloys, primarily due to their good wetting characteristics and high strength coupled with adequate ductility in the brazed joints. Given its importance in engineering applications, the brazing of Ti and its alloys with steels has been investigated quite extensively.

Nevertheless, the objective of these earlier studies circled around the suitability of the use of various brazing alloys and optimizing the parameters with respect to mechanical properties. The development of a suitable brazing technique essentially incorporates an in-depth understanding of the interfacial chemical reactions and identifying the mechanisms of these reactions, which can be used to optimize the bonding conditions, and hence achieve desirable properties of the joints. Recently, Shiu et al. have demonstrated the formation of layers of intermetallic compounds during reactive wetting of Ag-28Cu braze alloy with Ti substrate. Formation of such layered microstructure, during the brazing of stainless steel to titanium using Ag-Cu alloys in the temperature range of 1075 K to 1223 K (800 °C to 950 °C), was reported by Shafiei et al. Similar investigations on brazing of Ti and steel using Ag-Cu-based alloys were also reported by Yue et al. and Elrefaey and Tillmann. However, there is considerable disagreement regarding the formation of various intermetallic phases by the interfacial reactions in these reports. Thus, a clear understanding of the mechanisms of these reactions and formation of the resultant products has not emerged from the earlier studies.

The objective of the present work, therefore, is to carry out an in-depth investigation on the microstructural evolution and phase relationship during brazing of stainless steel to titanium using Ag-28 wt pct Cu eutectic alloy. The mechanisms of the interfacial reactions have also been identified in this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Cylindrical rods of 14 mm diameter and 35 mm height of austenitic stainless steel (AISI 304L) and grade-2 titanium (ASTM B265) were brazed together using 50-μm
thick foils of Ag-28 wt pct Cu alloy (Ag-28Cu), commercially known as Cusil,* with eutectic temperature of 1053 K (780 °C). The nominal compositions of the base materials are given in Table I. Prior to brazing, the joining faces of the rods were ground with successive grades of emery paper up to 1200 grit, and all the components were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath containing acetone.

The Ti and SS pieces were clamped together with Ag-28Cu alloy foil, in an induction heating vacuum brazing furnace, with a load of 10 kg to keep them in place. The furnace was maintained at about 5 mbar vacuum and the temperature of the sample was monitored with a thermocouple spot welded on the body of the Ti piece, close to the SS–Ti interface. The assembly was heated to the peak brazing temperature of 1108 K (835 °C), at the rate of 0.833 K/s (50 °C/min), where it was held for 600 seconds, to obtain sufficient wetting of the brazing surfaces and adequate reaction at the interfaces.

Specimens from the cross-section of the joint were prepared using standard metallographic techniques and were subsequently etched with a solution of 5 pct HF, 40 pct HNO₃ and 55 pct H₂O, by volume. The microstructure of the braze zone (BZ) was characterized using an optical microscope, and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The micro-chemical analysis of the reaction products formed at the interfaces was carried out using a Cameca SX100 electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA) equipped with three wavelength-dispersive spectrometers (WDS). The interfacial microstructure was also characterized at submicron scale using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The details of specimen preparation is given elsewhere.[10] The variation in hardness across the brazed cross-section was recorded using an ultra-nanohardness tester (UNHT). The maximum load used in the indentations was 3 mN with loading and unloading rate of 0.1 mN/s. The bond strength of the joints was determined using a universal testing machine, using a cross head speed of 1.66 μm/s. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the fractured surfaces was carried out using Cu-Kα radiation in a X-ray diffraction machine.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Microstructure of the Braze Zone

Figure 1 shows the microstructure of the cross-section of the BZ of the SS–Ti joint using backscattered electron (BSE) imaging. The entire BZ was found to consist of contiguous layers of various phases, parallel to the interface, marked 1 through 8 in Figure 1. The X-ray maps of the elements Fe, Ni, Cr, Ag, Cu, and Ti, of the corresponding region, acquired using WDS, are shown in Figure 2. The distribution of the various elements as shown in these X-ray maps clearly depicts the partitioning behavior and interplay of the elements in the BZ. The chemical compositions of the various phases formed in the BZ, marked as 1 through 8 in Figure 1 are listed in Table II.

On the SS-side of the BZ, just adjacent to the base material, a 2-μm thick continuous layer, labeled as 1 in Figure 1, was found to form parallel to the original interface due to interaction of the brazing alloy with SS. The composition of the layer, as can be seen in Table II, has been altered to some extent from that of SS-304L. Ni content in the layer got reduced from about 7 at. pct in the base material to 2.1 at. pct with a simultaneous enrichment of Cr from 20 at. pct up to 24.2 at. pct. Also, the layer got enriched in Cu and Ti, concentrations being 4.7 and 3.8 at. pct, respectively, due to diffusion of these elements from the braze-melt. Therefore, based on the composition, it was assumed that the layer 1 consisted of α-Fe(Cr,Ni) solid solution, the formation of which was facilitated by dissolution of Ni in the Ag-Cu braze alloy melt and simultaneous inward diffusion of Ti and Cu to the SS substrate, due to solid-liquid interaction. Some pockets of unreacted residual Ag were also seen in form of isolated bright regions

---

* Cusil is a trademark of Wesgo Metals, a part of The Morgan Advanced Materials Plc., Berkshire SL4 1LP, UK.

---

### Table I. Chemical Composition of the Base Materials, in wt pct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti Gr-2</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
<td>(0.358)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-304L</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>bal.</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.47)</td>
<td>(1.02)</td>
<td>(9.95)</td>
<td>(20.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in parentheses are in at. pct.
decorating layer 1. The presence of Ag is evidently depicted in the X-ray map of Ag Lα as shown in Figure 2.

Adjacent to layer 1, a phase marked as 2 in Figure 1, formed as a continuous layer with thickness varying between 2 and 4 μm, parallel to the interface. As can be seen in Table II, the phase primarily contained Cu, Ti, Fe, and Ni, with minor concentrations of Ag and Cr. Figure 3 shows a high-resolution TEM image along with the corresponding SADP and EDS spectrum from this layer. The chemical composition of this layer, determined by EDS analysis in TEM, was in agreement with that of the WDS analysis in EPMA. The SADP could be indexed to the ternary phase, \( \text{Ti}_2\text{Cu}_{7-x}\text{Fe}_x (x = 5 \text{ to } 17) \).

In the BZ, between the layers 2 and 8, four layers of Cu-Ti intermetallic compounds, labeled as 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Figure 1 were found to form. These layers were identified as \( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 \), \( \text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3 \), \( \text{CuTi} \), and \( \text{CuTi}_2 \), respectively. The thicknesses of the \( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 \) and \( \text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3 \) phase layers were not uniform and varied from one point to the other. However, \( \text{CuTi}_2 \) formed as a uniform thin layer of about 0.5 μm width. Additionally, Ag-rich bright phase, labeled as 3 in Figure 1, formed as isolated islands within the domain of phase layers 4 (\( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 \)) and 5 (\( \text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3 \)). Figure 4 shows the bright-field (BF) TEM micrograph along with a high-resolution TEM image and the EDS spectrum acquired from this phase in the BZ. The chemical composition in Table II showed that it contained about 9.4 at. pct Cu and 4.2 at. pct Ti along with Ag, and hence was considered to be the residual Ag(Cu,Ti) solid-solution phase that remained unreacted during the process of brazing and subsequent cooling to room temperature.

Figure 5 shows the bright-field TEM image, the corresponding SADP and electron diffraction ring pattern from the layer 4. The SADP in Figure 5(b) was indexed to the [010] zone axis of the \( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 \) phase, which has primitive tetragonal structure with \( \text{P4/nmm} \) space group. The grain size showed a large range of variation from about a few microns to those below 100 nm (marked by arrows in Figure 5(a)). It is thus interesting to note the tendency of formation of ring pattern, marked by the presence of faint ring around the central bright spot in Figure 5(b), due to the presence of nanocrystalline grains in the \( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 \) phase layer. A well-defined electron diffraction ring pattern could be formed, as shown in Figure 5(c), from regions where

### Table II. Chemical Composition (in at. pct) of the Phases Marked 1 to 8 in Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Identity</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Probable Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>( \alpha )-Fe(Cr,Ni)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>( \text{Ti}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Ag(Cu,Ti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>( \text{Cu}_3\text{Ti}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>( \text{Cu}_4\text{Ti}_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>( \text{CuTi} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>( \text{CuTi}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>( \alpha )-Ti + ( \text{CuTi}_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2—X-ray maps of Fe, Cr, Ni, Cu, Ag, and Ti of a region at the SS–Ti joint interface showing the distribution and variation in the relative concentrations of these element in the braze zone.
Fig. 3—(a) High-resolution TEM image (b) SADP and (c) EDS spectrum from the $\tau_2$ ternary phase marked as 2 in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4—(a) Bright-field TEM micrograph, (b) high-resolution image, and (c) EDS spectrum from the residual Ag(Cu,Ti) phase marked as 3 in Fig. 1.
the density of such nanocrystalline grains was sufficiently high. Thus, TEM analysis convincingly provided the evidence for formation of polycrystalline Cu$_3$Ti$_2$ phase between the $\tau_2$- and the Cu$_4$Ti$_2$-phase layers in the BZ. It may be further noted that the adjacent coexistence of the $\tau_2$- and Cu$_3$Ti$_2$-phase in the BZ can be justified by the fact that the composition of $\tau_2$ is in equilibrium with that of the Cu$_3$Ti$_2$ according to the Cu-Fe-Ti phase diagram \cite{21,22}.

During TEM examination, it was observed that at certain locations, an amorphous phase formed in the BZ. Figure 6(a) shows the bright-field TEM image of a region showing the formation of amorphous phase. The corresponding electron diffraction pattern and the EDS spectrum from the amorphous region are shown in Figures 6(b) and (c), respectively. The presence of the amorphous phase was characterized by lack of any crystal structure (Figure 6(a)) and the formation of hollow in SADP (Figure 6(b)). It was also seen that at certain places in the amorphous matrix, a second phase crystallized randomly, defined by the presence of ordered regions. The typical regions showing the possible presence of nuclei of the crystalline second phase are marked by arrows in Figure 6(a). Moreover, at certain locations in the amorphous matrix, clusters of crystalline phases were found to appear. One such typical region is encircled in Figure 6(a). The size of such regions varied in the range 5 to 20 nm. The chemical composition of the amorphous phase, determined by EDS analysis in TEM, showed predominant presence of Cu and Ti, with a wide variation in their concentrations, Cu$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$, where 0.4 < $x$ < 0.65. The presence of minor alloying addition of Fe and Ni was also found in the amorphous phase. For example, the composition of the region showed in Figure 6(a) was Ti-36.3 Cu-1.3 Fe (at. pct).

On the Ti-side of the BZ–Ti interface, a two-phase region with almost uniform thickness of about 7 $\mu$m, and average composition of Ti-7.4Cu-0.9Ag (at. pct) (marked as 8 in Figure 1) formed due to interdiffusion of Cu and Ag into Ti. Within layer 8, a fine lamellar two-phase microstructure resembling an eutectoid reaction product formed in colonies. The lamellae measured almost 4 to 5 $\mu$m in length and the interlamellar spacing was about 600 to 700 nm. The two phases were identified as $\alpha$-Ti matrix and lamellae of CuTi$_2$ intermetallic compound.

B. Variation in Hardness in the Braze Zone

The variation in the hardness across the BZ was evaluated using the nano-hardness indentation technique. The hardness (H) at different locations of the BZ was measured at regular intervals. The elastic modulus (E) of the phases at the indentation locations could also be determined using the load versus depth of penetration curves. Figures 7(a) and (b) show the variation in the nano-hardness and elastic modulus across the BZ,
respectively. It may be noted that the hardness values rise to about 178 VHN at the location where the $t_2$ phase formed. Hardness values of as low as 71 VHN within the BZ could be attributed to the residual unreacted Ag(Cu,Ti) phase. Again, high hardness values of about 185 VHN observed were due to the formation of hard intermetallic phases such as CuTi, Cu$_4$Ti$_3$, and Cu$_3$Ti$_2$. The values of $E$ for the Ag(Cu,Ti) phase were about 90 GPa while it increased to about 210 GPa in the Cu-Ti-based intermetallic phases.

C. Bond Strength and Fracture Behavior of the Brazed Joints

The tensile bond strength of the brazed SS–Ti joints was found to be 112 MPa with an elongation of 7 pct. The strength of the present joints was better than those reported by Shafiei et al., [20] and comparable to that of steel/Ti joints, brazed using Ag-34Cu-2Ti alloy. [14] Figure 8 shows the BSE image along with the X-ray maps of Cu, Ag, Ti, and Fe of a region on the SS-side of the fractured surface. WDS analysis at location marked 1 and 2 showed high intensity of Ti and Cu with some Fe and Cr. Figure 9 shows BSE image of a region on the Ti-side of the fracture surface, with the X-ray maps of Cu, Ag, and Ti. The X-ray maps show prominent regions where Ag is highly concentrated. Most of the regions show the presence of Cu and Ti. Therefore, the locations marked 1 and 2 in Figure 8 are intermetallics of Cu and Ti, while the bright phase marked as 3 may be unreacted Ag(Cu,Ti) phase. Similarly, on the Ti-side of the fracture surface, the intermetallic compounds of the Cu-Ti system and the Ag(Cu,Ti) phase were identified.

The XRD plots acquired from the SS- and Ti-sides of the fractured samples are shown in Figures 10(a) and (b), respectively. Apart from the most intense peak of $\gamma$-Fe, formed due to the stainless steel substrate, prominent peaks of the phases Ag, CuTi, Cu$_4$Ti$_3$, Cu$_3$Ti$_2$, and CuTi$_2$ were also identified in Figure 10(a). Similarly, distinct peaks of all of these phases along with reflections for Ti were identified in the XRD plot in Figure 10(b). Identification of these phases in the XRD plots of the fractured surfaces corroborated the formation of the Cu-Ti intermetallic phases, as was postulated using X-ray maps. Therefore, it may be assumed that the fracture of the SS–Ti joints takes place by the propagation of the cracks through a number of intermetallic compounds and not along any particular compound/interface in the BZ.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Interfacial Reactions of the Braze Alloy with the Base Materials

1. Stainless steel–braze alloy interface

As mentioned earlier, due to interaction of the molten Ag-28Cu eutectic braze alloy with SS, a layer of Ni-
across the SS–Ti braze zone.
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Recently, the formation of such two-phase liquid phase. Such dissolution of Ni (a β-stabilizer) may have led to a change in the crystal structure to bcc α-Fe in the interaction zone. Formation of a layer of α-Fe on the surface of austenitic stainless steel, due to dissolution of Ni during interaction with molten metals such as Pb-Li alloy and Pb-Bi eutectic alloy was reported earlier.

2. Braze alloy–titanium interface

A eutectoid layer 8, consisting of α-Ti and CuTi₂ phases, formed at the Ti–braze alloy interface in the process of brazing. Formation of such two-phase regions on the Ti-side is a commonly observed phenomenon during the brazing of Ti with Ag-based alloys. Recently, the formation of α-Ti + CuTi₂ eutectoid due to interfacial reaction of Ti with Ag-28Cu eutectic alloy at 1123 K (850 °C) was also confirmed by Shiue et al. using TEM analysis. The present authors showed recently, that the two phases in the α-Ti + (Cu,Ag)Ti₂ eutectoid layer, formed during brazing of SS to Ti with an Ag-Cu-based alloy at 1203 K (930 °C), bear an orientation relationship.

In spite of being the major element in the braze alloy, Ag did not diffuse much into the Ti base material through the BZ/Ti interface, which is also evident from the X-ray maps of Ti and Cu in Figure 2. This could be attributed to the fact that Cu is a faster diffusing species compared to Ag in α-Ti matrix; the activation energies for diffusion being 195 and 205 kJ/mol, respectively. In fact, at the temperature of brazing, the diffusion coefficients differed by about three orders of magnitude (D_Cu = 2.08 × 10⁻¹⁴ m²/s and D_Ag = 2.60 × 10⁻¹⁷ m²/s) which is consistent with the observations in this work. Moreover, Cu being a β-stabilizer, leads to the formation of a β-Ti(Cu) layer of solid solution at the interface by diffusion of Cu in Ti. Such formation of β-solid-solution phase is quite often observed in the diffusion couples of Ti- and Zr-based systems, especially in those which undergo eutectoid transformations; for example, in Ti-X and Zr-X systems (X = Cu, Ag, Au). It may be noted that, Laik et al. demonstrated that the β-Ti(Cu) solid-solution phase is formed by solid state reactive interdiffusion of Cu and Ti at temperatures as low as 1053 K (780 °C), i.e., much below the α–β transus. Also, it is known that even during rapid quenching, the β-phase undergoes eutectoid decomposition in near-eutectoid Ti-Cu alloys. Therefore, during the process of cooling from the brazing temperature, the β-Ti(Cu) solid solution that formed in the region 8, underwent active eutectoid transformation to the product phases α-Ti and CuTi₂ in the form of lamellar aggregates of phase mixture.

B. Phase Formation in the Braze Zone

The formation of various phases in the BZ, marked 2 to 7 in Figure 1, is essentially due to interdiffusion of various elements present in the BZ, during brazing (in liquid state), and subsequent cooling to room temperature (in solid state). The layer marked 2 in Figure 1, formed on the SS-side of the BZ, primarily consisted of Cu, Ti and Fe (Table II). It may be noted that five ternary compounds, viz., , , and are based on the binary Cu-Ti phases Cu₅Ti, Cu₃Ti₂ and Cu₄Ti₃, respectively. The results of recent investigations on the Cu-Fc-Ti system by Bo et al. are in good agreement with those of van Beck et al. with respect to these ternary compounds. The composition of the τ₂ phase, reported by Bo et al. in equilibrated alloys, matched closely with that of layer 2 in the present study. X-ray diffraction studies revealed that the structure of τ₂ phase is close to that of Cu₅Ti₂. The SADP in Figure 3(b) could also be indexed in terms of the Cu₅Ti₂ type tetragonal structure with P4/nmm space group. Therefore, the layer 2 was identified as ternary intermetallic compound τ₂, containing substantial amount of Fe. The formation of a layer of intermetallic compound with high amount of Fe, on the steel side of the BZ, during the brazing of steel to Ti using Ag-Cu-based alloys, was also reported by other workers. While Elrefaey and Tillmann reported the formation of FeTi phase at 1203 K (930 °C), Shafiei et al. showed the formation of CuTi...
phase with about 14 wt pct of Fe. However, neither of these studies reported the crystal structures of these respective phases. Interestingly, the composition of the layer reported by Shafiei et al. [20] is within the reported limits of that of $\tau_2$, [22,32] with higher amount of Fe than in the present case. Moreover, the Cu-Fe-Ti phase diagram shows that the solubility of Fe in CuTi is quite negligible. [22,32] Hence, the possibility of this phase being CuTi phase was ruled out. The $\tau_2$ phase also contained a significant amount of Ni ($\sim$3.4 at. pct). The source of this Ni was attributed to preferential dissolution of Ni from the SS base material during brazing. The Ni that dissolved into the braze melt, almost entirely entered into the $\tau_2$ phase layer during its formation.

The residual Ag(Cu,Ti) solid-solution phase, formed as islands in the BZ (layer 3), contained about 4.2 at. pct Ti. The presence of Ti in this phase reconfirms the dissolution of Ti at the braze alloy/Ti interface. The Cu and Ti contents of the Ag(Cu,Ti) phase almost matched with the concentration in equilibrium with Cu$_3$Ti$_2$ and Cu$_4$Ti$_3$ at 973 K (700 °C). [10] Hence, almost the entire Cu in the braze alloy was utilized in the interfacial reactions to form the different phases in the BZ, and the residual amount remained in equilibrium with the adjacent phases.

Among the Cu-Ti-based binary intermetallic layers in the BZ, CuTi (layer 6, Figure 1) has the highest melting point and can be assumed to be the first phase to form. The formation of CuTi in the BZ during the brazing of steels to Ti using Ag-Cu-based alloys has been reported irrespective of the brazing conditions. [12,13,20,34,35] This phase also formed in the interaction zone during the solid–liquid reaction between Ti and Ag-Cu alloys [19,36] and solid–solid reactive diffusion between Ti and Cu. [29] Laik et al. [29] demonstrated that during the reactive diffusion of Cu and Ti, CuTi is the first one to form in the diffusion zone, using the “effective heat of formation model.” [37,38] Also, Liord et al. [39] revealed that the first phase to form at the Cu/Ti interface is CuTi, in thin-film experiments. The formation of the Cu$_4$Ti$_3$ phase (layer 5) in the SS/Ti BZ was also reported in other investigations. [12,13,20,34–36] However, contrary to the present observations, Shiue et al. [19] and Shafiei et al. [20] reported the formation of the Cu$_4$Ti$_3$ phase in the BZ, whereas they did not report the formation of Cu$_3$Ti$_2$ phase which formed conspicuously in the present study. Andrieux et al. [40] in an experimental investigation on the phase stability study on the Cu-Ti system showed that the Cu$_3$Ti$_2$ phase is stable and can form by solid state reaction in a temperature range of 1063 K to 1133 K (790 °C to 860 °C).

The presence of Cu-Ti-based amorphous phase in the BZ, as shown earlier, signifies that the entire melt did not transform into crystalline phases upon solidification. The Cu-Ti system is known to form metallic glass and extensive work on the crystallization behavior of the
amorphous phases of this system has been reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{41–50} It may be noted that in the present case, the brazing experiments were carried out using induction heating with a relatively high rate of about 1.667 K/s (100 °C/min). The rate of cooling in this case was also very high owing to the fact that only the joining specimens, and not the entire chamber, were heated during brazing. The presence of the amorphous phase in the BZ may be attributed to fast cooling of the SS/Ti joined pieces after the brazing operation.

The glass-forming ability of alloys in the Cu-Ti system has been a topic of research since decades and hence was investigated extensively.\textsuperscript{41–50} Formation of amorphous phase in a wide range of compositions around Cu\textsubscript{50}Ti\textsubscript{50} has been demonstrated using rapid solidification,\textsuperscript{41–47} pulsed laser quenching,\textsuperscript{43} and mechanical alloying.\textsuperscript{48}

The kinetics of crystallization of these alloys were found to be sluggish, and the activation energy for crystallization ($Q$) was reported to vary between 71.4 and 126 kJ/mol in the composition range Cu\textsubscript{x}Ti\textsubscript{1−x}, where 0.35 < $x$ < 0.65 with a maximum at $x = 0.55$. Hwang et al.\textsuperscript{41} showed that the value of $Q$ was maximum for $x = 0.35$. Also, it was observed by Delogu and Cocco\textsuperscript{48} that the rate of amorphization using powders by mechanical alloying was the highest at the composition $x = 0.4$. The studies of Buschow\textsuperscript{44,45} showed the formation of amorphous phase in a wide range of composition, 0.28 < $x$ < 0.76. He reported the kinetics of transformation and showed that the values of $Q$ attain a maximum at composition $x = 0.65$. During the process of solidification, the crystallization of the tetragonal phases CuTi\textsubscript{2} (C11b type) and $\gamma$-CuTi (B11 type) is known to compete with the process of amorphization.\textsuperscript{43,45,50} The tendency of crystallization of the amorphous phase formed in the BZ of the present SS/Ti joints was illustrated quite distinctly using TEM analysis. It may be assumed therefore that the crystallites formed in the amorphous phase are either of CuTi\textsubscript{2} or CuTi phase.

Fig. 9—Elemental X-ray mapping of Cu, Ag, and Ti along with the corresponding BSE image of a region on the Ti-side of the fracture surface of a SS–Ti braze joint.
C. Microstructural Evolution and Reaction Scheme

The evolution of the microstructure in the BZ over time during the process of brazing can be presented schematically as shown in Figure 11. Figure 11a shows the initial configuration of the braze assembly. After melting, the Ag-28Cu braze alloy underwent chemical interactions with SS and Ti at the solid–liquid interfaces on the either side, which led to the formation of a Ni depleted α-Fe(Cr,Ni) solid solution (layer 1) and a ternary phase τ₂ (layer 2) at the SS/BZ interface, and β-Ti(Cu) solid solution (layer 8) and CuTi phase (layer 6) at the BZ/Ti interface. This intermediate stage is represented in Figure 11(b). The final configuration of the different phases after cooling down to room temperature is shown in Figure 11(c).

The dissolution of Ti into the braze melt results in the formation of two immiscible liquids, one rich in Ag (L₁) and the other rich in Cu and Ti (L₂) due to the presence of a huge miscibility gap in the Ag-Cu-Ti phase diagram.[51] Although the Ag-rich melt L₁ has negligible effect on the interfacial reactions, the Cu-Ti-rich melt L₂ influences these reactions to a large extent.[19] Subsequent to the formation of the congruent melting CuTi phase, Cu₄Ti₃ can form through the following peritectoid reaction:[52]

$$L + CuTi = Cu_4Ti_3$$  \[1\]

Subsequently, the interfacial Cu₄Ti₃ phase reacts with the molten braze alloy leading to the formation of Cu₃Ti₂ phase layer, along with the Ag-rich Ag(Cu,Ti) phase, by the following invariant reaction:[51]

$$U_5 : L + Cu_4Ti_3 = (Ag) + Cu_3Ti_2$$  \[2\]

The association of the islands of the Ag(Cu,Ti) phase with the Cu₃Ti₂ and Cu₄Ti₃ phase layers in the microstructure of the BZ (Figure 1) can thus be rationalized. Occurrence of such invariant reactions in the BZ, during brazing of Cu and Ti using Ag-28Cu, has also been reported.[53]

The formation of a narrow CuTi₂ phase layer during brazing in similar systems has been demonstrated in a number of earlier studies.[12,13,19,20,36] The formation of the Cu₄Ti₂ phase between CuTi and Ti can be considered...
to be a solid state reaction between these two adjacent phases, caused by interdiffusion of Cu and Ti atoms.

The different reactions involved during the entire brazing process may be categorized as those occurring during brazing and those occurring during the subsequent cooling of the brazed joints. Figure 12 presents a schematic diagram delineating these processes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Microstructural evolution and interfacial reactions during vacuum brazing of grade-2 Ti to SS 304L, with Ag-28Cu eutectic alloy foils at 1108 K (835 °C), were investigated in the present study. Adequate wetting of the braze alloy, leading to good quality bond with tensile strength of 112 MPa was observed. At the SS/braze alloy interface of the BZ a 2-μm thick Ni-depleted layer of α-Fe(Cr,Ni) solid solution formed due to preferential dissolution of Ni by solid–liquid interaction, while diffusion of Cu into Ti substrate stabilized a 7-μm thick layer of β-Ti(Cu) solid solution which subsequently decomposed to a α-Ti + CuTi2 eutectoid mixture, with interlamellar spacing of 600 to 700 nm. In the BZ, a Cu-Ti-Fe-based ternary compound t2, and four binary Cu-Ti intermetallic phases viz., Cu4Ti2, Cu4Ti3, CuTi and CuTi2 formed by dissolution and diffusion of Ti from the substrate. The sequence of formation of these compounds was t2 and CuTi, followed by Cu3Ti2 and Cu4Ti3, and finally CuTi2. The unreacted Ag was the last phase to solidify and contained 9.4 at. pct Cu and 4.2 at. pct Ti. The presence of a Cu-Ti-based amorphous phase with varied composition could be identified in the BZ which showed tendency of crystallization. The fractured surfaces of the SS/Ti joints showed that the crack propagated through a number of intermetallic phases, rather than though the braze–metal interfaces, prior to failure.
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